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Smooth functions and zero traces 
PAVEL DOKTOR 
Abstract. In the present paper, we prove a possibility of approximation of a function / £ 
Wk>p(Q) by smooth functions which vanish on the same part of the boundary as / . 
Keywords: Sobolev spaces, density theorems, approximation of boundary values 
Classification: 41A30, 46E35 
1. Introduction. 
In this paper, we consider density of smooth functions in subspaces V C Wk,p(Q) 
of all functions of the Sobolev space Wk,p(Q.) which vanish on some part of the 
boundary 0 0 . It is well known that if V is the space of all functions with zero 
traces on the whole boundary, then we have V = WQ '
p (0) = C°°(Q) supposing the 
boundary to be Lipschitzian ( a survey of notations and definitions is written out 
in the section 2 below; see also [1] or [2]). Under the same assumption we have 
Wk>p(Q) = 0 ^ ( 1 ) ^ O n e can suppose that forJV = {u € Wk>p(Q);u = 0 on T C 
00}, V = V D C°°(0) the density identity V = V holds; some affirmative examples 
are given in [2] and a more general result of this type is in [3]. In the present 
paper, we prove a slightly stronger density theorem for a wide class of "zero sets" 
T C 9 0 supposing higher smoothness of the boundary 0 0 (depending on k). The 
main theorem is proved in section 4 as a consequence of the auxiliary Lemma 1. 
The proof of this lemma — which is essentially a special case of the density theorem 
— is given in the section 3, while the section 2 contains definitions and notations 
used in the following. 
2. Notations and definitions. 
In this section, we briefly summarize notations and concepts used in the following 
and repeat their main properties needful for our considerations; for details and 
proofs, see [1] or [2]. 
By RM we denote the M-dimensional Euclidean space of points x = (x\,..., XM )>* 
R~M = {x € RM)XM > 0} -s the "positive halfspace". We shall write usually 
Af = NorM = N-fl and we shall abbreviate for x € RN ' x = (X',XN)I for 
x 6 RN+I : x = (X\XNIXN+I), where x1 stands for (a?i,... ,x /v- i ) . 
Having / a real function (with domain of definition D C RM) we denote by 
s u P p / ~ {x € RM»f(x) 41 0} ( the closure with respect to usual Euclidean metric) 
the support of / . Let 0 C RM be an open domain, bounded or equal to the whole 
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space RM> or the halfspace R^. We denote: 
C(0) — the space of all functions / , uniformly continuous 
on 0 , with compact support 
C°°(0) = {/ € C(0); Dfif £ C(0) for all multiindexes 0} 
API+-+PM 
Co°°(n) ={/€C o o (0) ;supp/c0} 
(C°°(fl) = S(0), C0
3O(n) = £>(0) according to [2]) 
F° r P > 1» ^ positive integer, we denote by 
Lp(0) = W
Q>P(Q,)~ the set of all measurable functions / with 
finite norm | | / | |0 , , .n = ||/| |0|p = ( / | / |
p ^ ) 1 / p 
Jn 
Wk>p(Q) = {/ € LP(Q); D? f € Lp(il) (in the sense of distributions) 
for \j3\ = A + • • • + pM <
 k> with the norm ||/|U,p;n = 
ii/iu,p = (Eii^/iW1 /p} 
\0\<k 
W0
lP(Q) = Cg°(ft) (the closure in the space Wk'p(il)). 
We say that a bounded domain 0 is of the type Ck (or Ck>1) and we write $1 £ Ck 
(or 0 € C*'1) if there exists a finite number of Cartesian co-ordinate systems 
x = ( x i . j , . . . ,XMj),j = 1? • • • >*% such that the boundary $ 0 of 0 is covered by 
graphs (in these systems) of functions a^, continuous together with all derivatives 
up to the order k in an open neighbourhood of the origin of j - t h system, (with 
k-th derivatives being Lipschitzian) and such that these graphs divide locally RM 
onto the interior and exterior of 0 . For 0 6 C°>1 or 0 = K^ we denote by Tf the 
trace of / (on 90) . The "mapping of trace" T is uniquely defined as a continuous 
mapping from Wl>p(Q) into LP(Q). It is possible to characterize W0 '
p (0) via traces, 
namely: u € W0
k'p($l) iff u € Wk>p(Q) and TD^u = 0 on 9 0 for |0 | < * - 1 . (Hence, 
supposing 0 € C0 '1 we have {u € *V*'*(0); TD^tx = 0, \0\ < k - 1} = C0°°(oo).) 
For the Wk>p(Q), we have W*'*(0) = C°°(0) supposing 0 € C° or 0 = RM 
or 0 = R"j^; moreover, Wk>p(Q) = C0
>(RM) in the sense of restrictions. The 
following assertion holds: let 0 i C RM&2 C -T?M be two bounded domains and 
let <p : 0 i —» O2 be a Lipschitzian mapping with Lipschitzian inverse <pi. Then 
the mapping # : u -* v : v(x) = u(<p(x)) is an isomorphism between W 1 , p (0 i ) and 
WltF(Q2)- Moreover, if <p has Lipschitzian derivatives up to the order k — 1 as well 
as <£!, then the mapping # is an isomorphism between Wk>p(Q,i) and W*'p(02) . In 
the foUowing, extension theorems will be helpful!, too: 
1. Let / € Wtf*(ft),ft C RM- Then / € W^P(RM) if we define / (* ) = 0 for 
x$Q. 
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2. Let / € Wk>r(Rif). Then / 6 Wk>*>(RM) if we define f(xu... ,~xM) = 
cif(xi,...,xM) + c2f(xi,...,2xM) + ••• + ckf(xi,...,kxM) for xM > 0 
with convenient choice of ct (method of Nikolski). 
3 . A n auxi l iary lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let G and G be two (N + l)-dimensionai parallelepipeds defined as 
follows: G = (0 ,1)N x (0,1), G = (0,1)N x ( -1 ,1) . Let G0 C Go C (0,1)
N be 
N-dimensional domain of class C° and let us denote by T the set T = G0 x {0} C 
G. Let, moreover, P C P C G be an open set. Let v £ Wk,p(G) (k positive 
integer) be such a function that supp v C P, and v = 0 on T in the sense of traces. 
Then there exists a sequence {wn} C Go°(P) such that lim ||u>n — u||jfe,j>;G = 0 and 
n—»-oo 
rnsuppian = 0. 
PROOF : According to the assumption G0 € C°, there exist a > 0,6 > 0 and r 
Cartesian systems (xi^fLiU == - •>••• -y) an<^ r functions aj, continuous^ on A = 
( - M ) * " 1 such that ' 
(i) x = (X'^XNJ) € Go for x'j e A, 
aj(x'j) < xN,j < a>j(x'j) + OL 
(ii) x € G0
 = : ^Iv ~ Go for aj(x'j) - a < XJVJ < aj(x'j) 
(iii) for any x € dGo there exists j and a^ such that x = (xy,aj(Xj)). 
Without loss of generality we can suppose a such small that Uj C (0 ,1)^ where 
Uj = {x € -RJV;ZJ € A,aj(xj) - a < SAT,; < aj(xj) + <*}(j = l , . . . , r ) . Let 
__ ___ __ r+l 
LIo C (7o C Go, tI r+1 C t t r + i C (0, l)
N - Go be such domains that IJ Uj = (0, l)N. 
i=o 
The domains Vj,Vj = CTy x (—1,1) cover P, and hence there exists a partition of 
r + i 
unity:^- € G0°°(Vi) for j = 0 , . . . , r + 1,0 < ¥>,•(*) < 1 for x € V, and £ ^ ( x ) = 1 
i=o 
r + l 
for a; € P. Thus we have t; = £ v, where Uj; = i> • t^-. It is now sufficient to 
;=o _ 
find sequences WjiH € Go°(P),ix>/)n —• v̂  and suppWjiH f) T = 0; the functions 
ton = w0>n + • • • + iv r + i ,n satisfy the assertion of our lemma. In the following, we 
construct such sequences for arbitrary j = 0 , 1 , . . . , r, r -f 1. 
a. Let i = 0. Obviously v0 € W«f
 ,p(G) and we can extend it by zero on the 
whole RN+I- Hence we can approximate v0 by a function v0ft : v0it(x\ XN, XN+I) = 
V0(X',XN,XN+I — t). Then lim ||vott — v0\\klPiRN+l = 0 in virtue of .Lp-mean conti-
nuity theorem and for t small enough we have supp v0}t C PHG. Now it is sufficient 
to write ix>o,n = <*>n * *>o,t with t = £, where u;n is a sequence of mollifiers with radii 
tending to zero and by * we denote a convolution. 
b. Let t = r + l . Defining i; r+i = 0 on RN+i ~* @ ^ d
 t n e n extending it by 
the method of Nikolski we obtain vr+i € W0*'
p(G),suppt>r+1 C Vr+i and, more-
over, suppv r + i fl T = 0. Now, again the functions ti; r+i>n = u;n * vr+i satisfy our 
requirements. 
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c. Now, let j = 1,2, . . . , r . Then defining Vj = 0 outside G we obtain Vj 6 
PV*'p(-H#+i). Hence, writing Vjt9(x'j,XN,j,XN+i) = VJ(X'J,XN,J.+ S,XN+I)(0 < s < 
a) , we have lim \\vjt9 — Vj\\kp R+ = 0. Moreover, supposing a small enough we 
obtain suppv^, cVjOP. 
• Now, let us define U1 = {x € UJ;XN,J > Qj(x'j) — «s}.£/2 = {a; € UJ\XNJ < 
aj(x'j) - f}>^ ' = U* x ( - l , l ) ( t = 1,2). Then there exist two functions # , G 
C0
3O(V*)»0 - ^i'(*) rS *> a n d * i (* ) + $2(2) = 1 if x G suppv^ ; let us define 
vi = vjtS-*»i = l,2. 
It is obvious that v\ € W0
 ,P(C) and we can approximate v\ by functions w\ m € 
Co°(P),suppti;J m H T = 0, using the procedure of the point a. 
On the other hand, we have suppv2 C V2 and according to the point b we can 
construct a sequence w29 m € CQ°(P C\ V
2), to2 m —> v
2. Now, to obtain the desired 
sequence WjtUl we chose, for arbitrary n , s small enough and then m great enough, 
and then we write Wjtft = w\m + w
2
Bm. m 
4. T h e main dens i ty t heo rem. 
Let 0 C C0 '1 be an (N + l)-dimensional domain and let T C 9 0 be a relatively 
open set, (i.e. T is open in the metric space 90) . According to the smoothness 
of 9 0 , there exist 8 > 0 ,a > 0 and r cartesian systems (xij)^1 (j = 1 , . . . , r ) , 
analogous to that ones in the proof of Lemma 1, with functions Aj (which correspond 
to functions aj from this proof) being Lipschitzian. Now we say that T has C0'* 
property if for arbitrary j = 1 , . . . , r the projection GQJ of T H WJ to A in the 
direction of x'N^Xj axis (Wj = {x G RN+I](X'J,XN,J) € ^^(x'jtXNj) — OL < 
XN+1 < Aj(x'j,xntj) + <*}) is the domain of class C°. ( I n this sense, the property 
C0 '* depends not only on 0 and T but on the covering of 9 0 , too. Hence, more 
precisely, we say T to have C0'* property if there exists a covering described above). 
Theorem 1. Let 0 € C*"""1'1 (k positive integer) be (N + l)-dimensional domain 
and let (for convenient covering of d£l) T C 9 0 has C0'* property. Let a function 
u € Wk'p(£l)(p > 1) be equal to zero on T in the sense of traces. Then there exists 
a sequence vnyvn € C0
3O(.R]v+i),suppvn f)T = 0,vn —• u in the space W
k}p($l). 
PROOF : First, we add to the system Wj an open set Wb,W0 C WQ C 0 to 
form a covering of 0 . It is easy to see that jwe are able to construct, for arbitrary 
j = 1 , . . . , r, an open parallelepiped A' C A' C A (not obviously parallel to the 
interval (~£,£)N = A) such that the sets Wj — {(X'J,XN,J)\AJ(X'J,XN,J) - o: < 
XN+IJ < Aj(x'jiXN,j) + <*} n a v e the same covering properties as the Wj, and, 
moreover, the open set Gotj H A' is of the type C°. So we can construct a partition 
of unity #» with respect to the covering Wj of 0 . The functions Uj = u • $ , 
have their support contained in Wj(j = l , . . . , r ) , or in 0 ( j = 0), respectively, 
and so, if we construct sequences VjtH of smooth functions, Vjttl —* itj,suppvJ>n C 
W'j • suppt>i>n 0 (F n W-) -= 0supp,t>o,« C 0 , we can write vn = JV
 vj,n- To this 
end, we map the set Wj(j « 1 , . . . , r ) onto the parallelepiped G = (0, l)N x ( -1 ,1) 
defining #(x) = (Y(x,j,x,Ntj)1yN+t(x)), with F : y, -= ^xitj + l(t = 1 , . . . ,N) and 
VN+\ = a(xN+itj — Aj(x'j^Nj))- This mapping has Lipschitzian derivatives up 
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to the order k — 1 (as well as the functions Aj), and hence it is sufficient to apply 
Lemma 1 on the function v(y) = u,-($-i(y)), with P = $(Wj),G0 =
 Y(G<*,j n A'), 
and then to use the isomorphism property of the mapping $ (see Section 2). The 
existence of a sequence vo,n is obvious, and hence the proof is finished. • 
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